SpyeSmoke & SpyeDark Spec Sheet

SpyeSmoke

Medium Grey in color, the SpyeSmoke rear
projection film is one of the sturdiest of the Spye
Diffusion rear projection suite, with a protective
release layer on the film for easy application.
SpyeSmoke offers reduced hot spotting, and great
viewing angles.

SpyeDark

The darkest of the Spyefilms, SpyeDark is a dark
grey, high-contrast screen with a wide viewing
angle. High in color contrast, and rich blacks are
what make this screen exceptional. Engineered to
reduce hot-spotting, SpyeDark has a high-tack
adhesive great for bonding directly onto glass or
acrylic and protection layer for easy installation.

Care and Cleaning

To keep the screen in good condition, do not use
any cleaners with Ammonia, Alcohols, or any
industrial cleaning fluids!
You may use a dilution of 1 part Sparkle window
cleaner to 10 parts of water. Even though Sparkle
has some alcohol in it, it is diluted enough not to
harm the surface of the screen. Dry by blotting
with a clean cloth or paper towel. Call if you have
any questions.
Do not clean with:
- Ammonia
- Alcohol
- Window Cleaners
- Kitchen Compounds
- Acetone

-

Gasoline
Benzene
Carbon Tetrachloride
Lacquer Thinner
Vinegar

APPLICATIONS

- Retail and In-store window displays and
shopping malls
- Hotel lobbies and meeting rooms
- Corporate lobbies and boardrooms
- Houses of worship
- Sports arenas
- Trade shows and exhibitions

Physical
Properties

Base Film Thickness
Type of Adhesive

Structure for SpyeDark & SpyeSmoke
Protection Layer
Screen Material
Adhesion (High Tack)
Release Liner

SpyeSmoke

SpyeDark

.075mm

.075mm

High Tack

High Tack

58% or higher

35% or higher

92±3%

93±3%

Optical
Properties

Light Transmittance

Usage

Temp / Humidity

0˚ - 40˚ C /
0% -80%

0˚ - 40˚ C /
0% -80%

Roll

48” x 1180”

48” x 1180”

Yes

Yes

Size

Haze

Custom Sizes
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